HASSLE-FREE SHIPPING CARTON CONTENTS

CHOIRCHIMES
25 Note/Two Octave Set (one carton shipped)
- Carton and 8 cardboard corners, tape, and instructions.
37 Note/Three Octave Set (one carton shipped)
- Two cartons total. Carton for 25 Note set is nested inside of 3rd octave add on.
16 cardboard corners, tape, and instructions all in the 25 note set carton.
49 Note/Four Octave Set (one carton shipped)
- Three cartons total. Carton for 25 set is nested inside of 3rd octave, 3rd octave is
nested inside 4th Octave add on. 24 cardboard corners, tape, and instructions all
inside 25 note set carton.
61 Note/Five Octave Set (three cartons shipped)
- Five cartons. (Same as 49 Note set and two additional cartons with inserts on
the top/bottom/left right sides of the cases.)
HANDBELLS
25 Note/Two Octave Set (two cartons shipped)
- Two cartons with cardboard inserts for the top and bottom. Tape and
instructions are included in the first carton.
37 Note/Three Octave Set (four cartons shipped)
- Four cartons with cardboard inserts for the top and bottom. Tape and
instructions are included in the first carton.
49 Note/Four Octave Set (five cartons shipped)
- Six cartons total. Carton #6 is nested inside of Carton #1 along with tape and
instructions. The remaining cartons 2-5 are all sent separately.
61 Note/Five Octave Set (five cartons shipped)
- Nine cartons total. Carton #9 is nested inside of Carton #6 which is nested
inside Carton #1. Cartons #3 and #4 are nested inside of the cartons #7 and
#8. Tape and instructions are inside of the first carton. Cartons #2 and #5 are
sent separately.

Please note: Handbell Carton (Case) Numbers are found on the bottom of the
Cartons. Do not refer to the __ of __ numeration written on the side of the cartons, as
that is a UPS shipping notation and does not coincide with Malmark Carton/Case
notation.

